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The world’s finest rotary cutting equipment since 1966

AutoSheeter

AS SERIES

Convert rolls to sheets in minutes.
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Labour Free Servicing
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FREE MATERIAL
COMPATIBILITY
SERVICE

Our trimmers will cut
most flexible materials
up to the cut capacity.
If you have a specific
requirement and are
not sure, please use
our Free Material
Compatibility Service:
uksales@rotatrim.co.uk
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The world’s finest rotary cutting equipment since 1966

AS SERIES

The AutoSheeter AS Series has been designed to
automatically and accurately, convert rolls of
different materials into convenient sheets.
Based around Rotatrim’s proven trimmer
technology, the AutoSheeter can be programmed
with the required cut length and batch quantity
through its simple-to-use control pad. The
machine will then convert the media without any
operator intervention.

Microprocessor technology enabling complete accuracy of cut
Easy-to-use keypad operation; simply enter cut length and batch quantity
Will cut virtually any roll stock or flexible material up to 2mm thickness
Powered lift and clamping mechanism
Material feed up to 17.5m/min
Can convert almost any roll of material from 25mm (1in) to
1600mm (63in) width to virtually any length
Ultra hard Sheffield tungsten steel self-sharpening,
precision engineered blades
2-way cutting feature ensuring fastest time between cuts
Only requires 13A 230v ~ mains power supply (Optional 110v available)

Available in both 800mm (31”) and 1,600mm
(63”) versions, the AutoSheeter can convert almost
any media, at any width from 25mm (1”) up to
1,600mm (63”), into virtually any length of cut.

Optional:
The AutoSheeter can be integrated into an existing production process
or is available with a Powered ‘Pay-off’ to accurately feed the roll into
the machine prior to conversion. As any roll becomes smaller in diameter
and weighs less during the conversion process, the machine’s
microprocessor constantly adjusts the speed at which the material is fed,
thereby ensuring a consistent cut length, each and every time.
Heavy rolls of up to 300kg (660lb) can also be accommodated.
The AutoSheeter can be custom modified to convert roll stock into tiles
with up to six different possible cut configurations.
Registration Mark Optical Sensor also available to cut different sizes of
sheet on the same roll automatically.

Model

Cut Length
mm
in
AS800
800 31½
AS1600 1600 63
Autosheeter AS800 shown with Powered Pay-off option

Max Roll Dia* Max Roll Weight*
mm
in
kg
lb
450 17¾
300 660
450 17¾
300 660

Cut Capacity
mm
in
2.0 0.157
2.0 0.157

Weight
kg
lb
150 330
200 440

*Maximum roll diameter and weight applies when optional Powered Pay-off is utilised

Rotatrim was formed in 1966 with a vision to create the finest rotary
trimmer ever; a philosophy and a passion that continues to this
present day.
Using only the finest quality materials and precision engineered
components, each trimmer is hand assembled by skilled technicians
to exact tolerances, to construct a precise, exceptionally reliable, ultra
durable trimmer. Each machine goes through a process of stringent
quality checks at manufacture and assembly to ensure you receive what
you have come to expect... the world’s finest rotary cutting equipment.
We want to ensure you select the correct product for your needs.
Should you have any questions or require further information,
please contact our Sales Team on +44 (0) 1234 22 45 45 or
email: uksales@rotatrim.co.uk or visit www.rotatrim.com
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